Online Auction
Asta
Complete Closure of a Multilayer PCB Facility
150,000 Square Foot Factory

assets formerly of
Lares Tecno S.p.A.
L’Aquila, Italy

Sale & Preview Location:
Polo Tecnologico, Industriale del L’Aquila
Route 17, Localita, Boschetto
L’Aquila, Abruzzo IT 67100

2-Days of online bidding
Items begin to close at 1pm (CET) on Thursday the 12th
Lares Tecno L’Aquila, Italy

Sale Date: Wednesday, October 11th, 10:00am

Call (001) 203-488-7020 or e-mail customerservice@thebranfordgroup.com for an appointment.

---

Drilling
- Multiline Optiline X-Ray Drill
- IS Washer/Cleaner
- (4) Pluritec Giga 8888 Drilling Machines as late as 2001
- (2) 1997 Excellon System 2000S, 5-Spindle, 110Krpm
- Pluritec Selecta 2410 Drilling Machine
- (2) Pluritec Maxima Drilling Machines

Routing/Scoring
- 1998 Telme SL13.9 Scoring Machine
- Helios V-Score Checker
- Pluritec Minima Driller-Router
- Excellon Mark VI CNC 6 Driller/Router, 80k Rpm, D/R Model E, 4 Spindle
- Excellon Mark VI CNC 6 Driller/Router, 80k Rpm, D/R Model E, 5-Spindle
- Excellon Mark VI CNC 6 Driller/Router, 80k Rpm, D/R Model E
- 1997 Pluritec Mega 4500 Driller Router
- Shoda Techtron Edge Beveller
- IS Washer w/dryer

Final Test
- (2) ATG A-2000 Double Sided, Single Density Testers
- Precise 2S Circuit Line Tester
- 1998 Mania SCC Tester, Versa Jet
- Luther Maelzer Tester
- Circuit Line Tester
Lares Tecno L’Aquila, Italy Sale Date: Wednesday, October 11th, 10:00am

Screen Print
- 1999 OCRAS Zambelli Oven Model SCF/0
- 1997 Onno Sokki Automatic Screen Printer, Model TN-5501P
- 1996 IS Washer Modulo M & L
- (2) LPI Tunnel Curing Ovens

Roller Coat Pre-Clean
- 1996 IS Module 30° Pre-Clean

Inner Layer
- Burkle LPI Roller Coat Line w/ Oven

Inner Layer Etching
- 1996 IS DES Line(Double Develop, Double Etch, Double Strip, Cupric Chloride)
- 2000 Atotech Horizon Bond Line

Inner Layer Prep
- 1996 Pola & Massa Model BRS-4M 4-Brush Deburrer

Press Room
- 1996 Bieffebi Electric Hot Oil Vacuum Press System, (6) Buffer Holding Stations, 30 x 36 Model 14*4, (3) Hot Model (1) Cold Press, (3) Hot Oil Burners, 4-Opening
- (2) OCRAS Zambelli Ovens, Model SCF/0 as late as 1999

Complete PCB facility, Over 500 lots to be sold. Contact us to schedule an on-site preview.
**Lares Tecno L’Aquila, Italy Sale Date:** Wednesday, October 11th, 10:00am

**Plating & Wet Process**
- 2000 Pola & Massa 4-Brush Deburrer Model BRS-4A
- Uniplate Plating Line
- Galvanic Schering Dyna Pulse Plating Line Schering 4-Pulse Plating Rectifiers
- 1999 IS Dryer, s/n 0057768
- Schmid Strip Etch Strip Line w/ IS Dryer
- 1999 IS Pumex 21S 24" Scrubber, s/n 8813250 w/ Filtrex
- IS Pumex Scrubber w/ Filtrex

**Solder Mask**
- 1997 Ciba PR-140 Curtain Coating SolderMask Line, Double Sided w/ Dryer & Unloader
- (3) ORC HMW 680GW, 7kw Exposure Units
- (2) 1997 Bacher FAPS 600 Automatic Exposure Units, 8780, 7kw
- Bieffebi Press Vacuum, 24 x 30 4-Opening

**Artwork Generation**
- Teknek PCML 640 Cover Sheet Laminator
- Optrotech Image 5008 Photo Plotter
- Kodak 710 Film Processor
- Onno Sokki Inspection Registration Camera Artwork Unit

**Inspection**
- Orbotech Model V3091-AP; AOI
- 1996 Orbotech VRS4Rotoendi CMM

**Attention Buyers** Please note this is not a live on-site webcast auction. All bidding is conducted online only. There is an open preview one week prior to the auction by appointment.
Dry Film
- (2) Schmid Pre-Clean as late as 1999
- Dynachem 1600IV w/ Preheater & Tacky Roller
- Dynachem Model 830 Pre-Heater
- (2) Bacher FAPS 600 Auto Exposure Units & WD 600 Panel Flipper
- 2000 Barco Accumatch2 AOI
- ORC HMW-201B 5k Exposure Unit
- Morton 2630 Cover Sheet Remover

Shipping
- Band A Matic Strapper
- Gemini Case Sealer
- Shrik Wrap Line consisting of (2) Vacuum Sealers
- Heavy Duty Pallet Racking

Complete PCB facility, Over 500 lots to be sold. Contact us to schedule an on-site preview
Lares Tecno L’Aquila, Italy  Sale Date:  Wednesday, October 11th, 10:00am

T2A PANEL LOADER

OCRAS ZAMBELI WALK-IN BATCH OVENS

ONO SOKKI ARTWORK REGISTRATION UNIT

ORC 7KW EXPOSURE UNITS

CIBA LPI CURTAIN COATING LINE

TEKNEK IN-LINE TACKY ROLLER

BACHER AUTOMATIC EXPOSURE UNIT

DUPONT RISTON PC-130 EXPOSURE UNIT

DUPONT RISTON PC-130 EXPOSURE UNIT

ONO SOKKI TN-350P AUTO SCREEN PRINTER

NUREROUS POLIAMASSA PANEL LOADERS & UNLOADERS

MORTON 2630 COVER SHEET REMOVER

CIBA LPI ROLLER COATING LINE

VIEW OF PALLET RACKING

Call (001) 203-488-7020 or e-mail customerservice@thebranfordgroup.com for an appointment.
Online Auction

Assets formerly of
Lares Tecno S.p.A.
L’Aquila, Italy

Complete Closure of a
Multilayer Printed Circuit
Board Manufacturer

Sale & Preview Location:
Polo Tecnologico, Industriale del L’Aquila
Route 17, Localita, Boschetto
L’Aquila, Abruzzo IT 67100

Sale Date:
Wednesday, October 11th,
10:00am (Central Eur)

2-Days of online bidding
Wednesday & Thursday
Items begin to close at 1pm (CET) on
Thursday the 12th

Preview:
Open preview, Wednesday, Thursday, &
Friday October 4th, 5th, 6th
10:00am to 3:00pm or by appointment
Call for appointment or e-mail
slonkart@thebranfordgroup.com

Auction Site Hotels
Grand Hotel e del Parco
Corso Federico II, 74
L’Aquila
Tel: (+39) 0862 413248
www.gh.dnsalisa.net

Hotel Sole
Largo Silvestro dell’Aquila, 4
L’Aquila
Tel: (+39) 0862 22551
www.solehotel.net

Hotel Duca degli Abruzzi
Via Giovanni XXIII, 10
L’Aquila
Tel: (+39) 0862 28341
www.ducadegliabruzzi.com

Buyers Premium
• 15% Buyers Premium will apply to all lots sold

Machinery Movers & Transportation
Complete listing available on our websites

Lares Tecno is located in L’Aquila, Abruzzo region
about 100km North East of Rome. Domestic,
European and International flights are very well
served by Rome Fiumicino-Leonardo da Vinci
International Airport.

Complete terms & conditions are available on the Lares web page and will be posted on-site.
Some items subject to prior sale

Payments
• All Sales will be conducted in Euros
• Deposit required Upon Registration
Acceptable forms of payment:
• Cash, Certified Funds, Wire Transfer.

Online Bidding
Nothing beats the convenience and affordability of an
online auction. Equipment can be previewed and inspected in-person prior to
the sale or a ‘virtual preview’ is posted in advance of the sale through
text descriptions and photographs. Online auctions are managed
completely using the computer and do not require a human auctioneer.
To allow bidders across the globe access to the sale, online sales are
usually ‘open’ for bidding for more than 24 hours. Lots close sequentially
in number order minutes apart, usually during business hours, and will
auto-extend if there are any last-minute bids. Throughout the bidding
process Bidders are provided with clear and concise instructions and are
even emailed after being out-bid. Finally, an autobid feature allows users
to enter their maximum price and ‘forget it’. The system will place bids
automatically, using only as much as is needed to win the item.
All bidders registering and bidding will need to pre-qualify with a
deposit. Contact 203-488-7020 or customservice@thebranfordgroup.com
for requirements to bid.

Travel Directions
• Highway A24
  NorthEast (Portions toll).
• Take the exit toward
  L’AQUILA OVEST
  (Portions toll).
• Turn SLIGHT LEFT
  (Portions toll).
• Turn SLIGHT RIGHT.
• Turn SLIGHT RIGHT
  onto SR17.
• Lares Tecno is
  located within the Industrial Park located on Route 17, about
  1km off the A-24 L’Aquila exit ramp on the right.
* Check in with security guard gate to gain access

Grand Hotel e del Parco
Corso Federico II, 74
L’Aquila
Tel: (+39) 0862 413248
www.gh.dnsalisa.net

Hotel Sole
Largo Silvestro dell’Aquila, 4
L’Aquila
Tel: (+39) 0862 22551
www.solehotel.net

Hotel Duca degli Abruzzi
Via Giovanni XXIII, 10
L’Aquila
Tel: (+39) 0862 28341
www.ducadegliabruzzi.com

This brochure only features a
select amount of assets
being offered.
Please visit:
www.TheBranfordGroup.com
for more details, equipment
listing, and to view an
extensive photo gallery.
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Assets formerly of
LARES TECNO

Lares Tecn S.p.A. (use logo)
L’Aquila, Italy

Sale Date:
Wednesday, October 11th, 10:00am (CentralEur)

Sale & Preview Location:
Polo Tecnologico, Industriale del L’Aquila
Route 17, Localita, Boschetto
L’Aquila, Abruzzo IT 67100

Online Auction
Complete Closure of a
Multilayer Printed Circuit Board Manufacturer

LARES TECNO

Sale & Preview Location:
Polo Tecnologico, Industriale del L’Aquila
Route 17, Localita, Boschetto
L’Aquila, Abruzzo IT 67100

Sale Date:
Wednesday, October 11th, 10:00am (CentralEur)

2-Days of online bidding
Wednesday & Thursday,
Oct 11 & 12, 2006
Items begin to close at 1pm (CET)
on Thursday the 12th

Preview:
Open preview, Wed., Thurs., & Fri.
October 4th, 5th, 6th
10:00am to 3:00pm or by appointment

www.TheBranfordGroup.com